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thE CoMMUniSt PhiLoSoPhy oF KnoWLEDGE: PARt i
Where does knowledge come from? Capitalist ideology provides many wrong answers to this question:
that knowledge comes from academic authorities,
from geniuses, from God, sacred books, religious
leaders, etc.
Marx’s answer to this question is the basis of communist philosophy of knowledge. He wrote that
whether human thinking is true or not is a practical
question: “Man must prove the truth—that is, the reality and power … of his thinking in practice.” The
truth of any thinking that is not connected with practice can’t actually be figured out—and wouldn’t matter anyway!
To understand where knowledge comes from, then,
means understanding human practical activity. We
must also understand how practice can provide
knowledge that is useful to people in various ways,
including the most important task for the working
class, making communist revolution.
Practice is different from merely observing something, since it always involves the activity of changing
things, as well as being changed yourself by your activity. Practice starts with making a living, raising
kids, and paying the bills. This practice is only possible because of the practical activity of producing the
things every one needs to live: food, clothes, housing,
etc. The practice of production includes things that
workers usually don’t get paid for like producing and
raising children.
Since they are directly involved in production,

workers usually know much more about the production process than their bosses do. The knowledge they
get from production helps them produce more effectively. Knowledge doesn’t just derive from practice—
it directs practice.
Under capitalism the practice of production always
involves another kind of practice: class struggle. What
jobs there are, what the pay and hours are, who pays
what taxes and how are those taxes used, which class
runs the government—these are all subjects of class
struggle. So are the practical struggles about who gets
shot by the cops, or goes to prison, fights in wars, or
starves to death. Finally, there is the practical battle
the working class must fight to overthrow capitalism
and establish communism. Being involved in all these
conflicts is part of practice, but the practice of past
revolutions and of current organizing for revolution
is the kind that is most critical for the success of communist revolution.
There are several other kinds of practice that are
important for knowledge. Under capitalism, capitalists fight wars for profits and the labor, and raw materials (like oil) that capitalists need to make profits
and keep their rivals from making them. The practice
of these battles between the capitalists of different
countries is a very important source of knowledge.
Along with the death and suffering they cause, wars
have been a source of new scientific discoveries and
technological improvements. The practice of fighting
wars also provides a vital kind of knowledge for com-

munist revolution. To overthrow the bosses and defend workers’ victory requires practical experience in
fighting, and soldiers and vets are a key resource in
developing the workers’ army.
Besides production, class struggle, and war, scientific experimentation is essential for some kinds of
knowledge. Experimentation is a form of labor in
which obtaining information is the main goal. Experimentation often involves the skills and tools similar
to manual labor–scientists need to “get their hands
dirty.”
There are other kinds of practice that not part of
production, social conflict, or science, but are important parts of human life. These include activities like
dating, playing sports, drawing a picture, playing a
musical instrument, etc.
Not every kind of practice leads to knowledge.
Practicing a religion or reformist politics provides
very little basis for knowledge. These also have a corrupting influence on people that makes it more difficult for them to honestly evaluate evidence and find
the truth. Practice based on the wrong political line
may only provide the knowledge that the line is
wrong.
Practical knowledge is as vital for revolution as it
is for other things workers need to do, but knowledge
also goes beyond practice to theory. In the next column, we will discuss why revolutionary theory is necessary for the victory of communism, and how theory
is tested and corrected by practice.

Rulers’ War Plans Demand

“An AGE oF AUStERity”

“Fiscal, economic, and political failures at home
are threatening the ability of the United States to exert
the global influence it could and should.” So says Richard N. Haass, president of the influential Council
on Foreign Relations, and his co-author Roger C. Altman (Foreign Affairs, Nov/Dec 2010).
They warn US bosses that the US federal debt
could equal US total production (GDP) within ten or
even five years. “If US leaders do not act to curb this
debt addiction, then the global capital markets will do
so for them,” they predict. “The result will be an age
of American austerity.”
Attacks on Workers Anywhere Are Attacks on
Workers Everywhere
“Austerity” means that you and I and everyone we
know will see our standard of living severely cut. The
budget cuts we’ve seen so far are only a small taste
of what’s to come. In the past, the International Monetary Fund wielded the “austerity” ax mainly against
workers in Asia and Latin America. Now European
workers’ lives are on the chopping block.
During the last week of November, 3,000,000 million workers shut down Portugal in a one-day strike
protesting an “austerity” program of wage and benefit
cuts.

In Ireland, 50,000 workers marched against an
“austerity” package that will cost 25,000 public-sector
jobs, reduce pensions and the minimum wage, cut
welfare, cut family income up to 10%, and raise taxes
on workers (but not corporations).
Student protests against tuition hikes rocked Great
Britain as “the most stinging national austerity plan
in decades” threatened social benefits for workers
across the board. Then workers shut down the whole
London subway system.
Greece imposed an “austerity” budget in response
to IMF pressure, in spite of massive protests earlier
this year.
Mexico has slashed education and workers’ benefits. The only sector left intact was the military.
The US is next. Altman and Haass anticipated the
draft report of Obama’s National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, released a week after
Election Day. This report – signed by chairmen Alan
Simpson and Erskine Bowles – called for deep cuts
to most programs (including Social Security benefits),
elimination of others, a gradual 15-cents-a-gallon increase in the federal gasoline tax, ending mortgage interest tax deductions, increasing the Social Security
retirement age, and much more. (www.fiscalcommission.gov)
Suddenly we’re hearing a lot about austerity
“Charting a path to national austerity: The nation
can’t afford not to act on Simpson-Bowles realities,”
editorialized the Minneapolis Star-Tribune (11/13/10).
Simpson and Bowles call for “shared sacrifice,” urging Washington to “lead the way in tightening its
belt.” That means an all-out attack on government
workers and the services they provide other workers.
Obama already began by proposing a two-year wage
freeze for all Federal civilian workers.
Sacrificing workers’ wages, pensions, benefits, and
livelihoods is a critical part of their way to “make
America the best place to start and run a business.”
Simpson and Bowles – like Altman and Haass – realize that “austerity” cuts must even reach the Pentagon. They think this can and must be done even while

ramping up the preparations for wider wars.
“Chinese central bankers could prove more dangerous than Chinese admirals,” Altman and Haass write.
They predict that “Washington’s ability to lead on global economic matters… will be compromised by the
coming plunge into austerity.” They anticipate a “shift
in power from the United States, Europe and Japan”
and a rise in “the global clout of… China, Brazil,
India and others.”
“The post-2020 fiscal outlook is downright apocalyptic,” they write. The US ruling class is divided
on how to respond to its crisis because there is no way
for it to continue exercising power as it did in the halfcentury after World War II. But every likely scenario
involves war – sooner rather than later – and massive
attacks on US workers as well as workers worldwide.
Smash Capitalist “Austerity”
With Communist Revolution
The mass protests rocking Europe inspire us to
fight back. But they also show the severe limits on
even the largest strikes and demonstrations. Only
communist revolution can smash the bosses’ power
over our lives, and create a world where workers can
produce goods and services for our class.
In a communist society there won’t be bosses or
their “capital markets.” When needed, we will share
the hardship and mobilize all workers – no unemployment! – to move forward together. Most important,
we will continue to recruit, recruit, recruit to the International Communist Workers’ Party (ICWP). That
way, more and more workers will participate fully in
making and carrying out decisions that affect our collective life.
The bosses’ “austerity” means that neither they nor
the working class can continue to live in the old way.
The inevitable surge to world war puts masses of soldiers, workers, and youth in motion. These conditions
– in the not-too-distant-future – will create the need
and the opportunity for communist revolution. Our
Party aims to mobilize the working class to seize this
opportunity. Join us!

